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Press information 

Wasel decides on two new 
Liebherr mobile construction 
cranes for further growth 
⸺ 
– Longstanding Liebherr partner expands fleet with an MK 88-4.1 and an MK 140 Plus  
– MK concept enables multiple job sites in a single day 
– HVO fuelling and electric operation reduce emissions  

Liebherr has delivered two new mobile construction cranes to Wasel GmbH: an MK 88-4.1 and an 
MK 140 Plus. Based in Bergheim near Cologne, the crane company plans to expand further in the 
next few years. To achieve this, Wasel, a company of the Hagedorn Group, needs reliable and 
modern machines to meet the exact requirements of customers and to continue to drive forward 
its growth offensive.  

Biberach/Riß (Germany), 3 March 2023 – Wasel has been a dealer for Liebherr tower cranes for over 
65 years and has also opted for Liebherr mobile construction cranes for many years. And now two more 
have joined the fleet. “We're impressed by the MK concept. So it was clear to us that mobile construction 
cranes would also be part of our growth strategy,” said managing director Matthias Wasel at the 
handover. “The new mobile construction cranes optimally meet our customers’ requirements in terms of 
efficient and trouble-free crane operation.” 

Taxi crane concept for fast deployment 

The new taxi cranes mean Wasel can efficiently manage several construction sites in one day, as only 
one person is needed for travel, assembly and operation. The machines automatically unfold at the push 
of a button within just a few minutes, and without the need for any other resources. Wasel plans to 
primarily use the new cranes for jobs in the petrochemical industry and in urban areas, for projects such 
as roofing and façade work. The mobile construction cranes can be erected directly at buildings, thereby 
making optimal use of their jib length. 

MK 88-4.1 with ecological hybrid power concept 

The environmentally responsible use of construction machinery is becoming ever more important for 
building projects. The MK 88-4.1, which features a maximum lifting capacity of eight tonnes, scores 
particularly well in this respect. Thanks to its hybrid power concept, the crane can work with site 
electricity or another local power source without generating any CO2 emissions.  
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Plus, it's particularly quiet in electric operation, which can be a particular advantage for night-time 
construction sites in residential areas. If an external power source isn’t available, an efficient diesel 
generator ensures self-sufficient operation. The MK 88-4.1 offers a hook height of up to approx. 
59 metres (45-degree luffed position) and a maximum radius of 45 metres. 

MK 140 Plus for extra-long reach 

The MK 140 Plus easily copes with situations where a longer reach is required. Liebherr's largest mobile 
construction crane offers a jib length of 58.5 metres in trolley mode. Luffing mode even makes a radius 
of up to 65 metres possible. A special feature of the MK 140 Plus, which can lift a maximum of 
eight tonnes, is its VarioJib function. This allows the crane to be operated flexibly in trolley or luffing 
mode, according to requirements. While trolley mode enables strong handling performance in trolley 
operation, a hook height of up to 94.4 metres is possible in luffing mode.  

Both the superstructure and the undercarriage of the MK 88-4.1 and MK 140 Plus can be powered by 
HVO, a fuel produced from hydrogenated vegetable oils, and preferably from waste. Our production sites 
started delivering mobile construction cranes with this fuel last year. Fuelling with HVO helps to reduce 
emissions and promotes climate neutrality on construction sites in the long term.  

About Wasel 

Wasel GmbH offers a full range of services in the field of heavy duty logistics from its base in Bergheim, 
Rhineland, as well as ten other locations. Wasel is also a dealer for Liebherr tower cranes. The company 
currently has a fleet of over 700 machines and vehicles, including the latest mobile, lattice and crawler 
cranes, heavy goods vehicles, and tower cranes. With a team of more than 400 skilled employees, 
Wasel provides solutions for challenging tasks set by customers in industry, the petrochemical sector, 
and various other areas. Wasel has been part of the Hagedorn Group since June 2021 and is therefore 
part of one of Germany's top service providers for modern structural change. 

About the Liebherr Tower Cranes Division 

More than seven decades of experience have made Liebherr a recognised specialist for lifting technology on all types of 
construction sites. The range of Liebherr Tower Cranes encompasses an extensive selection of high-quality tower cranes that 
are used worldwide. This includes fast-erecting, top-slewing, luffing jib and special-purpose cranes as well as mobile 
construction cranes. In addition to these products, Liebherr also offers a wide range of services that complete the company’s 
portfolio: Tower Crane Solutions, the Tower Crane Center and Tower Crane Customer Service. 

About the Liebherr Group 

The Liebherr Group is a family-run technology company with a highly diversified product portfolio. The company is one of the 
world's largest manufacturers of construction machinery. It also offers high-quality, user-oriented products and services in 
multiple other areas. Today, the group consists of more than 140 companies across all continents. In 2021, it employed more 
than 49,000 people and achieved combined revenues of over 11.6 billion euros. Liebherr was founded in 1949, in Kirchdorf an 
der Iller in southern Germany. Ever since then, the company’s employees have been committed to satisfying customers with 
advanced solutions and to helping drive technological progress. 
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Image  

liebherr-wasel-mk-handover.jpg 
Wasel took delivery of its new mobile construction cranes at Liebherr's site in Biberach (from left): Dominique Tubee (Wasel), 
Ivan Berger (Wasel), Marco Guariglia (Liebherr), Matthias Wasel and Emanuel Adams (Wasel). 
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